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this new edition of antique trader book collector s price guide provides readers with the information and values to carve a niche for themselves in a market where rare first editions of jane austen s
emma and j k rowling s harry potter and the philosophers stone recently sold at auction for 254 610 dollars and 40 355 dollars respectively organized in 13 categories including americana banned
paranormal and mystery this guide discusses identifying and grading books and provides collectors with details for identifying and assessing books in 8 000 listings here brought together in one
volume for the first time are the best poems of christopher morley best known to the public as a novelist morley considered himself first and last a poet and it is as a poet that he wished to be
remembered from the span of morley s work john bracker has drawn 132 poems that may be said to represent the high points of the poet s art in addition the editor has included a number of the
translations from the chinese so much admired by pearl buck and leonard bacon first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company the most popular author of his day
and a paradox who was both an assertive british imperialist and a man of sensitivity and wide reading rudyard kipling is best remembered now as the author of the jungle book the just so stories and
kim fully annotated volumes 5 and 6 conclude the publication of kipling s letters a heroic effort that began with the publication of volume 1 in 1990 the brideshead generation has both style and
substance and is above all an enjoyable companion it has a wildly amusing cast here controlled by a skilful director evening standard jovial and entertaining full of the sort of stories that your friends
will tell you if you don t read it before them independent carpenter has read widely and has collected an enormous fund of entertaining stories and facts sunday telegraph hauntingly sad and
wonderfully funny and by far the best thing humphrey carpenter has done fiona maccarthy the times an introduction to and advice on book collecting with a glossary of terms and tips on how to
identify first editions and estimated values for over 20 000 collectible books published in english including translations over the last three centuries about half are literary titles in the broadest sense
novels poetry plays mysteries science fiction and children s books and the other half are non fiction americana travel and exploration finance cookbooks color plate medicine science photography
mormonism sports et al david j supino traces in unprecedented detail the lineaments of joseph conrad s authorial career and the fortunes and misfortunes of his publishers on both sides of the atlantic
this work is a model of the integrative scholarly method combining close bibliographical scrutiny of particular textual artifacts with archival recovery of book historical information in as much detail as
the surviving documents allow the book is essential reading not only for students of conrad but also for all those who wish to understand the publishing history of this era this is a comprehensive
sourcebook on the world s most famous vampire with more than 700 citations of domestic and international dracula films television programs documentaries adult features animated works and video
games as well as nearly a thousand comic books and stage adaptations while they vary in length significance quality genre moral character country and format each of the cited works adopts some
form of bram stoker s original creation and dracula himself or a recognizable vampiric semblance of dracula appears in each the book includes contributions from dacre stoker david j skal laura helen
marks dodd alley mitch frye ian holt robert eighteen bisang and j gordon melton this is the first english language book ever to apply psychoanalytic knowledge to the understanding of the most
intractable international struggle in our world today the arab israeli conflict two ethnic groups fight over a single territory that both consider to be theirs by historical right essentially a rational matter
but close historical examination shows that the two parties to this tragic conflict have missed innumerable opportunities for a rational partition of the territory between them and for a permanent state
of peace and prosperity rather than perennial bloodshed and misery falk suggests that a way to understand and explain such irrational matters is to examine the unconscious aspects of the conflict he
examines large group psychology nationalism group narcissism psychogeography the arab and israeli minds and suicidal terrorism and he offers psychobiographical studies of ariel sharon and yasser
arafat two key players in this tragic conflict today seven american women writers of the twentieth century was first published in 1977 minnesota archive editions uses digital technology to make long
unavailable books once again accessible and are published unaltered from the original university of minnesota press editions no detailed description available for ellen glasgow s development as
novelist the colbeck collection was formed over half a century ago by the bournemouth bookseller norman colbeck focusing primarily on british essayists and poets of the nineteenth century from the
romantic movement through the edwardian era the collection features nearly 500 authors and lists over 13 000 works entries are alphabetically arranged by author with copious notes on the condition
and binding of each copy nine appendices provide listings of selected periodicals series publications anthologies yearbooks and topical works generations of readers have delighted in the work of the
great american humorist don marquis who was frequently compared to mark twain these free verse poems which first appeared in marquis s new york newspaper columns revolve around the
escapades of archy the philosophical cockroach who was once a poet and mehitabel a streetwise alley cat who was once cleopatra reincarnated as the lowest creatures on the social scale they prowl
the rowdy streets of new york city in between the world wars the antics of these two immortal characters are now made available for the first time in their original order of publication in this unique
comprehensive collection which features many poems never before reprinted for more than seventy years penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the english speaking world with
more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors as well as up to date translations by award winning translators book is clean and tight no writing in text like
new this bibliography of hemingway s writings and related materials includes for the first time all of his books pamphlets stories articles newspaper contributions juvenilia library holdings of his letters
and manuscripts items written about hemingway between 1918 and 1965 and short excerpts from reviews of each of hemingway s novels it is the first bibliography of hemingway published since 1931
and includes much material never before assembled thirty eight contributions to his high school newspaper trapeze twenty eight spanish civil war dispatches and first editions published in some thirty
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foreign languages first editions of books and pamphlets both american and english with bibliographic descriptions are given originally published in 1967 the princeton legacy library uses the latest
print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 miller s collectables handbook price guide 2016 2017 is the up to date guide to the collectables market no dealer
collector or auctioneer should be without featuring more than 4 000 objects in full colour each with a detailed description and current price range the book also offers what those in the know look for
how to spot that rare example that may be worth twenty times more than another piece meanwhile in depth closer look features explain what to look for when appraising everything from 20th century
glass to costume jewellery every image is changed for every edition to keep the book up to date with collecting and buying trends miller s collectables handbook price guide 2016 2017 is the only full
colour fully illustrated collectables price guide in the world comprehensive sections cover advertising books ceramics glass metalware pens and writing equipment plastics and bakelite posters rock
and pop sporting memorabilia teddy bears toys and games and vintage fashion this year special sections focus on goss crested china affordable jewellery hornsea ceramics and szeiler figurines in depth
features explain why one piece is worth more than another show how to value an item and teach you to be your own expert this book is the essential ebay companion biographies of designers and
factories give the background information you need to help date and value objects an account of german literature and publishing in the 1920s and early 30s focussing on baum and her milieu this
retrospective brings together the finest work of the most important american book illustrator of the 1920s and 30s gathering black and white pieces from not only important novels but magazines and
advertisements a new edition of the classic guide to book collecting includes a new section on internet resources a comprehensive reference guide to the published writings of graham greene this book
surveys not only greene s literary work including his fiction poetry and drama but also his other published writings accessibly organised over five central sections the book provides the most up to date
listing available of greene s journalism his published letters and major interviews the writings of graham greene also includes a bibliography of major secondary writings on greene and a substantial
and fully cross referenced index to aid scholars and researchers working in the field of 20th century literature all of american author frank norris s significant critical writings have been compiled in
this book including his articles for the san francisco wave during 1896 1897 and selections from his weekly letter column for the chicago american in 1901 essays from these two previously unexploited
sources comprising almost half the book reveal certain areas of norris s thought which heretofore had been overlooked by scholars this book was compiled in order to clarify frank norris s literary
creed when donald pizer began to read norris s uncollected critical articles he observed concepts which had been unnoted or misunderstood by his critics crediting this to the inadequate
representation of norris s ideas in the posthumous the responsibilities of the novelist 1903 pizer recognized the need for an interpretive and complete edition of norris s critical writings this volume
thus fills a noticeable gap in the field of american literary criticism by the time of his death in 1902 norris had a closed system of critical ideas this core of ideas however is only peripherally related to
the conventional concept of literary naturalism which perhaps explains why critics have gone astray trying to find zolaesque ideas in norris s criticism norris s central idea around which he built an
aesthetic of the novel was that the best novel combines an intensely primitivistic subject matter and theme with a highly sophisticated form his paradox of sophisticated primitivism clarifies the vital
link between the fiction produced in the 1890s and that written by hemingway faulkner and steinbeck norris s essays deal with many of the literary themes which preoccupy modern critical theorists
his range of subjects includes the form and function of the novel definitions of naturalism realism and romanticism and the problem of what constitutes an american novel his interpretation of
commonplace events his comments on prominent figures of his day and his parodies of writers such as bret harte stephen crane and rudyard kipling are characterized by ingenuity and perception
through these writings the personality of a man with well defined convictions and the ability to expound them provocatively comes into sharp focus in a general introduction pizer summarizes norris s
critical position and surveys his career as literary critic this introduction and the interpretative introductions preceding each section constitute an illuminating essay on the literary temper of the period
and provide a new insight into norris craft and his literary philosophy contains updated and revised sketches on nearly 800 of the most widely read authors and illustrators appearing in gale s
something about the author series between 1929 and 1988 american mystery writer mignon good eberhart wrote fifty nine mystery novels at least as many short stories and served a term as president
and grand master of the mystery writers of america this study of eberhart s life and work considers the influence of her childhood in nebraska her marriage and frequent travels and her various
professional and personal contacts in chicago and on the east coast eberhart s friendships with well known literary figures including mystery and romance authors provide a fascinating glimpse into
the social matrix of a bygone publishing world eberhart s experiences with hollywood and broadway show how the mystery genre and writer were transformed in an alternate medium leading women s
magazines of the day also sought eberhart s talent and inevitably transformed her writing eberhart s novels and correspondence provide insight into the social mores of her day in particular about
women s friendships repressed sexuality and closeted homosexuality those interested in cultural studies women s studies and twentieth century popular literature will find this book valuable
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Antique Trader Book Collector's Price Guide 2009-11-13 this new edition of antique trader book collector s price guide provides readers with the information and values to carve a niche for themselves
in a market where rare first editions of jane austen s emma and j k rowling s harry potter and the philosophers stone recently sold at auction for 254 610 dollars and 40 355 dollars respectively
organized in 13 categories including americana banned paranormal and mystery this guide discusses identifying and grading books and provides collectors with details for identifying and assessing
books in 8 000 listings
Works 1903 here brought together in one volume for the first time are the best poems of christopher morley best known to the public as a novelist morley considered himself first and last a poet and it
is as a poet that he wished to be remembered from the span of morley s work john bracker has drawn 132 poems that may be said to represent the high points of the poet s art in addition the editor has
included a number of the translations from the chinese so much admired by pearl buck and leonard bacon
HSA Heritage Auctions Rare Books Auction Catalog #6030 2009-09 first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
Bright Cages 2015-09-30 the most popular author of his day and a paradox who was both an assertive british imperialist and a man of sensitivity and wide reading rudyard kipling is best remembered
now as the author of the jungle book the just so stories and kim fully annotated volumes 5 and 6 conclude the publication of kipling s letters a heroic effort that began with the publication of volume 1
in 1990
Encyclopedia of British Humorists 1996 the brideshead generation has both style and substance and is above all an enjoyable companion it has a wildly amusing cast here controlled by a skilful
director evening standard jovial and entertaining full of the sort of stories that your friends will tell you if you don t read it before them independent carpenter has read widely and has collected an
enormous fund of entertaining stories and facts sunday telegraph hauntingly sad and wonderfully funny and by far the best thing humphrey carpenter has done fiona maccarthy the times
The Letters of Rudyard Kipling 1990 an introduction to and advice on book collecting with a glossary of terms and tips on how to identify first editions and estimated values for over 20 000
collectible books published in english including translations over the last three centuries about half are literary titles in the broadest sense novels poetry plays mysteries science fiction and children s
books and the other half are non fiction americana travel and exploration finance cookbooks color plate medicine science photography mormonism sports et al
The Brideshead Generation 2013-11-07 david j supino traces in unprecedented detail the lineaments of joseph conrad s authorial career and the fortunes and misfortunes of his publishers on both
sides of the atlantic this work is a model of the integrative scholarly method combining close bibliographical scrutiny of particular textual artifacts with archival recovery of book historical information
in as much detail as the surviving documents allow the book is essential reading not only for students of conrad but also for all those who wish to understand the publishing history of this era
Collected Books 2013-02 this is a comprehensive sourcebook on the world s most famous vampire with more than 700 citations of domestic and international dracula films television programs
documentaries adult features animated works and video games as well as nearly a thousand comic books and stage adaptations while they vary in length significance quality genre moral character
country and format each of the cited works adopts some form of bram stoker s original creation and dracula himself or a recognizable vampiric semblance of dracula appears in each the book includes
contributions from dacre stoker david j skal laura helen marks dodd alley mitch frye ian holt robert eighteen bisang and j gordon melton
Federal Trade Commission Decisions 1953 this is the first english language book ever to apply psychoanalytic knowledge to the understanding of the most intractable international struggle in our
world today the arab israeli conflict two ethnic groups fight over a single territory that both consider to be theirs by historical right essentially a rational matter but close historical examination shows
that the two parties to this tragic conflict have missed innumerable opportunities for a rational partition of the territory between them and for a permanent state of peace and prosperity rather than
perennial bloodshed and misery falk suggests that a way to understand and explain such irrational matters is to examine the unconscious aspects of the conflict he examines large group psychology
nationalism group narcissism psychogeography the arab and israeli minds and suicidal terrorism and he offers psychobiographical studies of ariel sharon and yasser arafat two key players in this tragic
conflict today
Joseph Conrad 2022-08-13 seven american women writers of the twentieth century was first published in 1977 minnesota archive editions uses digital technology to make long unavailable books once
again accessible and are published unaltered from the original university of minnesota press editions
Dracula in Visual Media 2014-01-10 no detailed description available for ellen glasgow s development as novelist
The Booklover's Answer 1962 the colbeck collection was formed over half a century ago by the bournemouth bookseller norman colbeck focusing primarily on british essayists and poets of the
nineteenth century from the romantic movement through the edwardian era the collection features nearly 500 authors and lists over 13 000 works entries are alphabetically arranged by author with
copious notes on the condition and binding of each copy nine appendices provide listings of selected periodicals series publications anthologies yearbooks and topical works
Fratricide in the Holy Land 2005-02-17 generations of readers have delighted in the work of the great american humorist don marquis who was frequently compared to mark twain these free verse
poems which first appeared in marquis s new york newspaper columns revolve around the escapades of archy the philosophical cockroach who was once a poet and mehitabel a streetwise alley cat who
was once cleopatra reincarnated as the lowest creatures on the social scale they prowl the rowdy streets of new york city in between the world wars the antics of these two immortal characters are
now made available for the first time in their original order of publication in this unique comprehensive collection which features many poems never before reprinted for more than seventy years
penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the english speaking world with more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout
history and across genres and disciplines readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors as well as up
to date translations by award winning translators
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Seven American Women Writers of the Twentieth Century 1977-01-01 book is clean and tight no writing in text like new
Ellen Glasgow’s Development as Novelist 2019-05-20 this bibliography of hemingway s writings and related materials includes for the first time all of his books pamphlets stories articles newspaper
contributions juvenilia library holdings of his letters and manuscripts items written about hemingway between 1918 and 1965 and short excerpts from reviews of each of hemingway s novels it is the
first bibliography of hemingway published since 1931 and includes much material never before assembled thirty eight contributions to his high school newspaper trapeze twenty eight spanish civil war
dispatches and first editions published in some thirty foreign languages first editions of books and pamphlets both american and english with bibliographic descriptions are given originally published in
1967 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to
the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905
A Bookman's Catalogue Vol. 2 M-End 2011-11-01 miller s collectables handbook price guide 2016 2017 is the up to date guide to the collectables market no dealer collector or auctioneer should be
without featuring more than 4 000 objects in full colour each with a detailed description and current price range the book also offers what those in the know look for how to spot that rare example that
may be worth twenty times more than another piece meanwhile in depth closer look features explain what to look for when appraising everything from 20th century glass to costume jewellery every
image is changed for every edition to keep the book up to date with collecting and buying trends miller s collectables handbook price guide 2016 2017 is the only full colour fully illustrated collectables
price guide in the world comprehensive sections cover advertising books ceramics glass metalware pens and writing equipment plastics and bakelite posters rock and pop sporting memorabilia teddy
bears toys and games and vintage fashion this year special sections focus on goss crested china affordable jewellery hornsea ceramics and szeiler figurines in depth features explain why one piece is
worth more than another show how to value an item and teach you to be your own expert this book is the essential ebay companion biographies of designers and factories give the background
information you need to help date and value objects
The Annotated Archy and Mehitabel 2006-08-01 an account of german literature and publishing in the 1920s and early 30s focussing on baum and her milieu
Three Plays of Maureen Hunter 2003 this retrospective brings together the finest work of the most important american book illustrator of the 1920s and 30s gathering black and white pieces from not
only important novels but magazines and advertisements
Ernest Hemingway 2015-12-08 a new edition of the classic guide to book collecting includes a new section on internet resources
The Golden Book Magazine 1929 a comprehensive reference guide to the published writings of graham greene this book surveys not only greene s literary work including his fiction poetry and drama
but also his other published writings accessibly organised over five central sections the book provides the most up to date listing available of greene s journalism his published letters and major
interviews the writings of graham greene also includes a bibliography of major secondary writings on greene and a substantial and fully cross referenced index to aid scholars and researchers working
in the field of 20th century literature
Miller's Collectables Handbook & Price Guide 2016-2017 2016-05-05 all of american author frank norris s significant critical writings have been compiled in this book including his articles for the san
francisco wave during 1896 1897 and selections from his weekly letter column for the chicago american in 1901 essays from these two previously unexploited sources comprising almost half the book
reveal certain areas of norris s thought which heretofore had been overlooked by scholars this book was compiled in order to clarify frank norris s literary creed when donald pizer began to read norris
s uncollected critical articles he observed concepts which had been unnoted or misunderstood by his critics crediting this to the inadequate representation of norris s ideas in the posthumous the
responsibilities of the novelist 1903 pizer recognized the need for an interpretive and complete edition of norris s critical writings this volume thus fills a noticeable gap in the field of american literary
criticism by the time of his death in 1902 norris had a closed system of critical ideas this core of ideas however is only peripherally related to the conventional concept of literary naturalism which
perhaps explains why critics have gone astray trying to find zolaesque ideas in norris s criticism norris s central idea around which he built an aesthetic of the novel was that the best novel combines
an intensely primitivistic subject matter and theme with a highly sophisticated form his paradox of sophisticated primitivism clarifies the vital link between the fiction produced in the 1890s and that
written by hemingway faulkner and steinbeck norris s essays deal with many of the literary themes which preoccupy modern critical theorists his range of subjects includes the form and function of the
novel definitions of naturalism realism and romanticism and the problem of what constitutes an american novel his interpretation of commonplace events his comments on prominent figures of his day
and his parodies of writers such as bret harte stephen crane and rudyard kipling are characterized by ingenuity and perception through these writings the personality of a man with well defined
convictions and the ability to expound them provocatively comes into sharp focus in a general introduction pizer summarizes norris s critical position and surveys his career as literary critic this
introduction and the interpretative introductions preceding each section constitute an illuminating essay on the literary temper of the period and provide a new insight into norris craft and his literary
philosophy
Best-sellers by Design 1988 contains updated and revised sketches on nearly 800 of the most widely read authors and illustrators appearing in gale s something about the author series
The Illustrations of Rockwell Kent 2013-04-09 between 1929 and 1988 american mystery writer mignon good eberhart wrote fifty nine mystery novels at least as many short stories and served a
term as president and grand master of the mystery writers of america this study of eberhart s life and work considers the influence of her childhood in nebraska her marriage and frequent travels and
her various professional and personal contacts in chicago and on the east coast eberhart s friendships with well known literary figures including mystery and romance authors provide a fascinating
glimpse into the social matrix of a bygone publishing world eberhart s experiences with hollywood and broadway show how the mystery genre and writer were transformed in an alternate medium
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leading women s magazines of the day also sought eberhart s talent and inevitably transformed her writing eberhart s novels and correspondence provide insight into the social mores of her day in
particular about women s friendships repressed sexuality and closeted homosexuality those interested in cultural studies women s studies and twentieth century popular literature will find this book
valuable
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